NAVIGATION SYSTEMS NEWLETTER – JULY, 2009
Prevention, Accuracy,
Credibility,
Professionalism and
Service to the Coast
Guard and NOAA.

We check the Aid to
USCG Auxiliary
Navigation, the Bridges
District 1, NR
and update the NOAA
Navigation
Charts of First Northern
Systems Division

PATON VERIFICATIONS ARE COMING
IN VERY SLOW THIS YEAR.
June has been a waste with all the rain and cold weather we have been experiencing
here in the Northeast. However, we need for all of our AV-Aid Verifiers to crank up
their verification activity. As usually, we expect to do a super job for the Coast
Guard this year with your help.

9 If

you forgot the address of the Web-Based PATON System (Harbormaster),
Mike Quinn has placed it on the main page of the First Northern Navigation
Systems Web Site at www.uscgaan.com. You can also click on the PATON web
page, and review the latest guidelines for verifying private aids.

9 If you forgot your access code, don’t be embarrassed, I do all the time.

Just
drop me a quick e-mail at FrankJLarkin@verizon.net, and I will confirm it to
you by return e-mail.

9 If

you need a quick update of the program, contact your ADSO or SO-NS.
They will be happy to assist you.

9 If

you want some on-the-job training, we will be running ATON Patrols on
Wednesday evenings in Boston Harbor and Narragansett Bay for the rest of
the summer. Contact Frank Larkin for the Boston trips and Mike Quinn for the
Narragansett patrols. We will be happy to schedule you on one of these trips.

At the left is a facsimile of the “Most Popular
Links” block from the First Northern Navigation
Systems
Web
Page.
Use
the
link
at
www.uscgaan.com to access this web-page.
Besides the PATON System, you can quickly
access the Bridge Database System, the 7030
Activity Report, and much more. Give it a shot.
We are trying to make it easy for you to assist
us.
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Sail Boston Patrols generate
Private Aid and Bridge Reports
Cruising back and forth in front of the Coast Guard Eagle from 1800 to 2400 and a
few other remote spots in Boston Harbor last week, we were able to resolve a few
Navigation System problems that have been nagging me. First, we confirmed that
the Shipyard Quarters Light was not operating. We had checked that light during
daylight for the past few years. A trip by the Tobin Bridge on the Mystic River
indicated that three margin of channel lights were extinguished. This is a Class 1
bridges that was traversed by the LNG vessel and a very large oil tanker during
the week. We also observed some regulatory buoys. One was missing and the
other was sinking. On the way back to the Dorchester Yacht Club, we picked up a
report of extinguished pier lights and unreadable clearance gauges on the
Morrissey Boulevard Bridge. That’s five reports. This emphasizes that it only
necessary to keep your eyes open and you can pick up on similar problems. You
can make a serious impact with the Aid to Navigation and Bridges in your area and
keeping them operating properly. Don’t complain! Act, report the problem!

Keep Your Eyes on the Bridges of First Northern.
We need your help to survey the Bridges of First Northern.
procedure to access the Bridge Database System.

Follow this simple

Step One: Just logon to the First Northern Web Site at www.uscgaan.com. In the
“Most Popular Links” box, click on “First Northern Bridge Database.”
Step Two: Enter your Auxiliary Number and
eDirectory Password in order to access the
Bridge Database. This passes you through the
front end security. A screen, similar to the one
below, will appear. Select you Division.
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The bridges in your Division will appear sorted by Waterway Name in the order
that they are located along the waterway by mile. Select the bridge by clicking on
the alternatives in the box at the far right for the bridge. A report for the bridge
will appear. See the example below. Note that this record contains a photo. We
are anxious to receive photos of every bridge in the District. Send you digital
photos, attached to an e-mail, to FrankJLarkin@verizon.net. Reference the bridge
number on your photograph. Enter any information that will correct this report.

Summarize your observations of the bridge in the “Enter Discrepancy Details.”
Note the example below.

Do a complete survey of the lighting system on the bridge. Check the quantity of
each type of light that you observe during your survey. A copy of the Bridge
Survey section is shown on the next page.
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As you see, the lights on the Mount Hope Bay Bridge are inventoried. Also
indicate whether the lights are incorrectly placed, are not the correct color and
whether the lights are not visible for one nautical mile. This is all part of the
survey process.

Use this section to check off any observed discrepancies. These are the most
common discrepancies that are found on a bridge. Don’t forget to summarize any
observed discrepancies in the “Enter Discrepancy Details” section shown above.
When you hit the “Submit” button at the bottom of the screen, your report is
immediately transmitted to the DSO-NS for review. The DSO-NS reviews your
report and can:
•

When it is a “Watching Properly” report and a report has already been made
to the Bridge Branch this year, the bridge database record is updated. If this
is the first survey report on the bridge for the year, the Bridge Branch is also
advised.

•

When a discrepancy is reported, the Bridge Branch in New York is
immediately notified and the bridge database record is updated.

•

When your report is not clear or needs additional information, the report can
be rejected back to the reported for correction. The bridge record is not
updated in this situation.
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Check Out the New Chart Updating Forms
NOAA reporting has been upgraded with three new EXCEL forms:

NS-CU03 Chart Update Form
NS-CU04 Chart Update Worksheet
NS-CU05 Coast Pilot Text Correction Worksheet
These new forms are designed with pop-up instructions and, if needed, dropdown menus. All this is available on the First Northern Navigation Systems Web
Site at www.uscgaan.com.
If you are aware of a charting problem that you have been waiting to get
corrected, take action now and report it to NOAA. All reports are sent to the
DSO-NS.
Check out the NS-CU02 Chart Update Training Guide. If you don’t feel able to
complete the report, send the information to the DSO-NS. We will assist you
with the report and direct you to obtain the proper evidence that will get the
chart corrected for you.

If you can’t make out the CU Report, send us the
information and we will help you get the problem
corrected with NOAA. Don’t ignore these chart
problems. Make a difference for your local mariners.

Here is a great example of a center channel bridge light discrepancy reported
on the Newport-Goat Island Bridge in Newport, RI.

